The Immensity Of Nowhere

Me and The World

COMMUNITE SPACE

It is our intention that each space accommodation unit will have a Star view at night, as the State of Nevada will endower to carry out the Law of Immensus in the area, a place with zero light pollution that will serve as an Observation Site. For fans of the universe, the soil is punctured as a cover and generates an interpretive eye use.
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The ride through the underground passage (sometimes open and sometimes with a mesh) serves not only to transport Energy and Telecommunications, but also as a route and connections to Space Control Gaps. The walk through this gallery serves as a protection against the sun, as it is in semi-shade.
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COMMUNITE SPACE

In the westernmost area, we have individual spaces or every two people, or say, almost individually designed for research-oriented or self-led research.

The lower community area has two types of spaces, some of which are larger, that can serve as accommodation or as a meeting or study area. And on the lower level, there are spaces change in size. While in the upper zone it grows in height, at the lowest height, it grows to the sides.

The house is square-foot finishing due to the high temperatures that would occur. As an example, two appliances in each space, a refrigerator and a coffee machine. And a community, bridge to each building or vehicle.

Passive housing with natural ventilation.

A group of disabled persons is specialized in one module, in the SCI area a ramp could be part of the design of the building, to improve the idea is to go down a few steps and have that feeling. At the discretion of the competition.

The space has a Community Central and a modular kitchen, to save space, time and money.
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The ride through the underground passage (sometimes open and sometimes with a mesh) serves not only to transport Energy and Telecommunications, but also as a route and connections to Space Control Gaps. The walk through this gallery serves as a protection against the sun, as it is in semi-shade.